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Hello everyone and welcome to the July edition of our monthly

newsletter. 

We would like to start off with some positive news we heard this

week, London’s busiest shopping area, Oxford Circus is set to

undergo a makeover, transforming some of its cluttered spaces to

leafy-green pedestrian-only areas. 

Similar plans are set to take place in Birmingham, Madrid,

Barcelona and Paris. Ideal for taking a breather from the hustle

and bustle of the city and allowing your mind to wander. On that

note, we look this month at mental health in the workplace. Mental

health affects around one in four people in the UK in any given

year, so we feel it is a topic that needs to be discussed regularly. 

As we return to a more normal working pattern, schedules are

busier than ever whilst we play catch up, so we dive into the top

10 reasons to consider hiring a Virtual PA in 2021. 

As always, stay safe and we look forward to talking with you soon. 
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Before Covid, we knew mental health-related issues were the

most common cause of long-term sickness in UK workplaces.

Surveys performed by the Chart ered Institute of Personnel and

Develop ment (CIPD) in 2019 reported that the impact of

stress, in particular, had increased, with 37% of respondents

saying that stress-related absence had increased in the last

year. 

They concluded: ‘Work-related stress, depression or

anxiety accounts for 44% of work-related ill health and

54% of working days lost in 2018-19.’

Managing mental-health in the workplace
From the start of the Covid pandemic, we have been very

aware of concerns relating to mental health and the

increased number of people suffering from mental health

related problems. 

This has largely been due to lockdown and the impact that

has had, and we have heard how it has affected everybody,

both young and old. It is important that we gain the best

understanding so that as leaders, managers and role models,

we can help and support our people – and to know what

support is available for those who need it.

How will Covid-19 affect our mental

health? We do not yet know what the

exact impacts of the pandemic on our

mental health will be. People have been

affected in different ways: many feeling

isolated, others are fearful about

catching the virus themselves and also

anxious about their family and friends

This long-term stress has taken a toll and

continues to do so. 

Read the full article >

As well as sickness absence, poor mental health at work can lead to
increased staff turnover, reduced engagement and high absenteeism.

Mental health problems affect around one in four people in the UK in any given year. As we

recover from Covid, there is much evidence to suggest that the pandemic and measures taken to

manage it, such as lockdown and social distancing, will have a significant impact upon the mental

health of employees and the impact may be felt for months or even years.



If like many businesses you have had to take things online, working remotely with your staff from

home during 2020 and 2021, they can submit a tax claim of up to £125.00 for 2021/22 tax year. If

they also worked from home last year (tax year 2020/21) then they could be eligible for up to

£250.00 tax relief for both years.

Employees will need to have started working from home during the pandemic, encountered higher costs

due to home working and not had these costs covered already by you, the employer. With so many of the

UK population still working from home to some degree, the government set up an easy to use website

making It easier than before to claim back tax relief: 

www.gov.uk/tax-relief-for-employees/working-at-home. 

If their application is successful their PAYE tax code will be changed and they will be able to take home

more of your income tax. The tax relief they will receive depends on their income tax band. All taxpayers

can get a flat-rate of tax relief on £6 a week; basic-rate taxpayers will gain £1.20 a week (20% of £6),

which equates to £60 a year. Higher-rate taxpayers can gain £2.40 a week, which is 40% of £6. This

equates to £125 a year. They can claim more and submit evidence if they have incurred more costs

working from home. 

Business owners and self-employed. Self-employed workers can claim for more costs when working

from home, such as a proportion of the costs when lighting, heating, cleaning, insurance, mortgage

interest, water rates and general maintenance are used for work. For further reading head to

designated.com/insights

Working from home tax allowance

Top 10 Reasons to
Consider Hiring a 
Virtual PA in 2021

 

 Read the full article >

We all hate having to do our business ‘housekeeping’ chores, the list can seem endless. So how can a

virtual PA help you become more effective, more efficiently? And why is it more important to consider

hiring a virtual PA in 2021 than in previous years? 

Got a big presentation to do? Let the professionals take charge!

With minimal supervision, your PA can turn around a document in Word, Excel, PowerPoint or even Canva

and turn it from a jumble of numbers and words into a coherent work of art, fit for any boardroom. As

businesses more from kitchen table to a more corporate environment, it’s more important than every

before to keep teams engaged. 

Struggling to find the right words?

Whether you’re working on a business proposal or your monthly newsletter needs some fine tuning, our

team of experienced professionals who all have over 3 years board level PA experience, are are well-

versed in the art of helping to create compelling copy and putting together savvy sales pitches. Writing

copy is time-consuming, especially when post-pandemic, we need to be more aware and sensitive than

ever to our customers, clients and colleagues work/personal situations. 

https://designatedgroup.com/marketing/the-top-10-reasons-to-consider-hiring-a-virtual-pa-in-2021/


We are experts across Marketing, PA, Accountancy, HR and Recruitment. 

Ask our expert friendly team about your tailored support solutions.

E: info@designatedgroup.com T:020 7952 1460

Sandford are a London-based communications agency founded by Katherine Sandford-

Anderson. They are experts in supporting global strategic media relations and digital

marketing campaigns across the design, architecture, interiors and luxury sectors. 

Business Strategy Support & Ongoing marketing support: The Designated marketing team have

been working with Sandford since August 2020, supporting Katherine and the team to develop their

unique selling point (USP), business strategy, social media content, client communications, reviewing

their customer journey and managing a Customer Satisfaction process (CSQ) which will establish a

Net Promoter Score (NPS).

One of the hardest tasks for a business is to take a step back and review where they are and then

put into place the tools to achieve their goals. The Designated Marketing team have been able to

support Sandford by delivering strategy workshops, and ongoing business planning sessions, in

addition to the monthly marketing support.

What are the results: The business strategy that is now in place allows Katherine and the team to

focus on growing Sandford even more, knowing that their USP is unique within their sector and there

are regular communications to their existing and prospective clients, through newsletters, social

media content and CSQ’s.  Find out more about Sandford >

Case study: Sandford

"It's easy as a business that develops cohesive
comms plans for clients to forget your own. But with
Designated's support, we have been able to take a
step back and reflect. 

Their insight into my business is helping to transform
how we communicate with our own clients, from
initial enquiry to the signing of the contract. 

I would not hesitate to recommend Designated being
part of your team."

https://www.sandfordpr.com/
https://www.sandfordpr.com/

